Welcome Home to Unity Village Chapel

Inspiring Spiritual Growth and Abundant Living

Centered in God, we co-create a world that works for all.

Are you ready for a New Thought?
Looking for like minded people?
Looking for an alternative to fear and guilt?

Try Unity...
- Inclusive, Open-Minded, Metaphysical
- A positive path for spiritual living
- Practical spiritual teaching that inspire meaningful and abundant living

In Unity, we believe in One Power and One Presence—God the Good, Omnipotence.
We see God as Love, Wisdom, and Divine Mind.
We honor all spiritual practices and the diversity of paths leading to enlightenment.
We believe that we are born blessed and through meditation, affirmation and prayer, we remember this truth.
Through the law of mind action, we activate our good creating harmony and unity in our lives and in our world.

Welcome to your divine appointment.
May you feel at home here as you explore principles and practices that lead to Spirit-centered transformational living. In Unity, we make no claim that this is the only path to follow. Instead we trust the living Spirit of Wisdom that guides each person to their right and perfect spiritual path. Author Paul Ferrini writes, “Frankly, the only church you need to attend is the one that lies in your own heart.” When we bring this heart church together in community … something amazing happens and we co-create a living sanctuary and a field of consciousness that supports our spiritual evolution on the path to God consciousness. As we find ourselves returning each week, it becomes our spiritual practice to come together.

- REV. ERIN MCCABE, SENIOR MINISTER

Scan or Text to sign up for email updates
Scan to link to our website: UnityVillageChapel.org
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Ways We Serve

Our ministry is about principle, people, and relationships. To support you we offer:

Sunday Service - 10:30 am
Where ancient wisdom meets new thought. Sunday service includes a meditation, inspiring music and a dynamic, uplifting message.

Prayer Support
- Prayer Support: At the end of every Sunday service, members of our Pastoral Ministry Team are available for affirmative prayer support. For 24-hour prayer support with a live prayer associate, call Silent Unity at 1-800-NOW-PRAY.
- Prayer Circle: Anyone interested in a group prayer experience is welcome to attend. An open prayer circle meets in the Library of the CommUnity Center Thursdays at 2:00 pm.
- Pastoral Visitation: If you or a member of your family are ill, in a care center, hospital or are homebound and would like to have someone pray with you, please call the Chapel Office.

Weddings, Baby Blessings, Spiritual Counseling
We offer progressive sacred services including weddings, holy unions and baby blessings. Our ministerial staff provides spiritual counseling on a love-offering basis. Everyone receives active support as they grow personally and spiritually through life experiences. For more information or to make an appointment, visit us online or call the Chapel Office.

Spirit Activities
A wide variety of activities for all ages
- Classes and Workshops
- Weekly Meditations
- Drumming, Singing, Dancing
- Labyrinth Walks
- Small Group Studies
- Service Groups
- Social Groups
- Concerts
- Potlucks
- Retreats
- Hiking
- Film Nights

View the 'LiveStream' Service
Sundays 10:30 am CST
UnityVillageChapel.org

Sacred Service
We believe in tithing time, talent and treasure as part of our practice for spiritual growth.

Deepen your awareness of your Divine nature by circulating good to others. Experience the synergy and community of Sacred Service. Connect, meet new people, and become an integral part of Unity Village Chapel.

Check out the web page to view opportunities to participate in Sacred Service ministry or call our Coordinator at the Chapel Office.

Membership
Rather than a system of worship, Unity is a way of life.

One of the most exciting aspects of being part of Unity Village Chapel is the transformation that occurs as you grow in your understanding of Unity principles and apply that understanding to your life. Unity membership is unique. It is not required. All are welcome. It does not preclude membership elsewhere. Within the calling to become a member of Unity Village Chapel comes the opportunity for sacred service and spiritual commitment.

The objective of Unity affiliation is to activate more effective, Spirit-centered living. The only true requirement is the desire to know the God of your understanding and seek harmony with the laws of being. Each member is wholly free and encouraged to live according to the inspiration of the Spirit of Truth within. We honor Jesus as a master teacher as well as spiritual teachers throughout the ages who have taught and demonstrated Truth principles and ancient wisdom.

Each Unity center is an independent organization self-governed and affiliated with Unity Headquarters and Unity Worldwide Ministries. Unity Village Chapel is sourced by Spirit and wholly funded and supported by the generosity of members, congregants and friends. We "create" this spiritual community each time we give and serve.

For more information about membership, call the Chapel Office.

I live in a loving and supportive Universe.
I am One with the One.